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ABSTRACT
We propose a fleet of nanosatellites to perform an all-sky monitoring and timing based localisation of gamma-ray
transients. The fleet of at least nine 3U cubesats shall be equipped with large and thin CsI(Tl) scintillator based
soft gamma-ray detectors read out by multi-pixel photon counters. For bright short gamma-ray bursts (GRBs),
by cross-correlating their light curves, the fleet shall be able to determine the time difference of the arriving GRB
signal between the satellites and thus determine the source position with an accuracy of ∼ 10′. This requirement
demands precise time synchronization and accurate time stamping of the detected gamma-ray photons, which
will be achieved by using on-board GPS receivers. Rapid follow up observations at other wavelengths require the
capability for fast, nearly simultaneous downlink of data using a global inter-satellite communication network.
In terms of all-sky coverage, the proposed fleet will outperform all GRB monitoring missions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)1–9 have been studied for more than four decades, nonetheless their origin is still not
fully understood. They are one of the most extreme explosive events ever observed. In spite of large efforts
and numerous observations many open questions about their detailed physics remain. GRBs were discovered in
1967–73 by the Vela military satellites and were reported to the scientific community in the early seventies.10,11
They occur roughly once per day and are characterized by flashes of γ-rays typically lasting from a fraction of a
second to thousands of seconds, in the energy range from several keV to few MeV. GRBs usually outshines any
other gamma-ray source in the sky.
It has been found that the duration distribution of GRBs is bimodial12 which suggests that two distinct
astrophysical populations are behind these energetic phenomena:12–17 the so called long GRBs (LGRBs) with
a softer spectrum and with the prompt γ-ray emission lasting for more than 2 seconds were identified with the
gravitational collapse of massive stars; and the so called short GRBs (SGRBs) with a harder spectrum and with
the prompt γ-ray emission lasting for less than 2 seconds were proposed to originate in mergers of two compact
objects such as neutron star - neutron star (NS-NS) or neutron star - black hole (NS-BH).18
The model that SGRBs originate in the merger of two NS has been recently confirmed by the detection
of the gravitational wave (GW) signal GW170817 by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
(LIGO) / Virgo collaboration∗,†. The detection of GW170817 was accompanied by a SGRB detected with the
Fermi/Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and the INTEGRAL satellite, followed by the observation of the GRB’s
afterglow and its host galaxy.19–21 GW170817 confirmed the association of SGRBs with so called kilonovae.22
Space observatories monitoring GRBs are expensive several hundred million USD missions, the result of which
is that only a handful of them are launched per decade worldwide. Recently, however, affordable nanosatellites are
starting to open up new opportunities for breakthrough science in space. We are proposing here to monitor and
localize the GRBs, some of which are the electromagnetic counterparts of the gravitational wave signals, with a
fleet of nanosatellites. The detection of GWs is among the most important breakthroughs of the decade in physics.
Regular detections of electromagnetic counterparts to GW sources are paramount for the better understanding of
these important phenomena. Our proposed mission, Cubesats Applied for MEasuring and LOcalising Transients
(CAMELOT), will enable all-sky monitoring and fast localization of GRBs, thus providing key observational
data on these exciting phenomena.
After the upgrades of LIGO, following the finished O2 observing run, the new O3 run is scheduled to start in
early 2019 and according to the current plans, the designed sensitivity will be achieved in 2021. The Kamioka
Gravitational Wave Detector (KAGRA)‡ is expected to start the first baseline cryogenic operation in 2019,
and the observing runs with a full interferometer are expected in 2020s.23 Therefore, the combination of the
all-sky coverage and the relatively precise localization provided by CAMELOT will enable a regular detection
of electromagnetic counterparts of GW sources in the next decade, providing a critical contribution to our
understanding of these exciting events.
2. MISSION DESIGN
The proposed constellation of nanosatellites shall provide all-sky coverage with high sensitivity and localization
accuracy, as well as rapid data downlink following triggers.
2.1 The constellation operation concept
According to our operation concept, the Mission Operation Center (MOC) will control the satellites by sending
the operation tasks to the tracking station, which will upload the telecommands during the satellite passes. This
means that, all scientific operations will be reviewed by the MOC. The tracking station will be able to operate
and follow the satellites during the passes autonomously. Following an on-board GRB detection trigger, the
satellite payload will downlink the data required for the localization to the Science Operation Center (SOC)
∗https://www.ligo.org
†http://www.virgo-gw.eu
‡http://gwcenter.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/en
Figure 1. The data flow for the CAMELOT constellation.
Figure 2. A schematic view of the platform being developed for the RadCube satellite by C3S LLC. The same platform,
with modifications, will be used for the proposed CAMELOT mission. The right panel shows the subsystems of the
satellite, including the Payload Bay, Structure of Deployable Solar Panels (STRU-DSP), Communication Antenna (COM-
ANT), auxiliary electronics (AUX), Communication UHF transceiver (COM), On-Board Computer (OBC), Electrical
Power System (EPS), Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS).
using a global satellite communication module (we will use satellite communication because the alert has to be
sent as soon as possible). After the localization of the GRB, the SOC will send a message to the GRB Alert
Network. This concept can be seen in Figure 1.
2.2 The satellite platform
The satellite platform for the proposed CAMELOT constellation will be based on the 3U CubeSat developed for
the RadCube mission by C3S LLC. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the cubesat and the right panel is a schematic
view of its sub-systems. Table 1 shows the specifications of the platform.
Property Value
Payload Mass 2000 g
Additional Payload Margin 300 g
Additional Platform Margin 300 g
Available Payload Volumes
1× internal volume 100× 98× 98 mm
2× external volumes 327× 83× 9 mm
Payload Orbit Average Power 5110 mW (for sun-sync LEO)
Attitude Knowledge ∼ 0.12◦ (3σ)
Attitude Control < 1.0◦ (3σ)
Design Orbit 500–600 km SSO
Design Orbit Physical Lifetime 1–3 years (minimum)
Mission Design Lifetime 6 months
Downlink Frequency UHF 400 MHz professional band
Daily Average Downlink Data Rate
2.5 Mbytes/24h at > 98 % probability
with single Hungarian ground station
additional 2.0 Mbyte/24h reserved for
platform telemetry and system margin
Platform Data Storage
2 Gbytes for science data and telemetry
additional 2 Gbytes for platform and system margin
Vibration and Shock Environment PSLV, FALCON 9, VEGA, ARIANE 5
Platform Design Radiation Environment 500–600 km SSO equivalent 20 kRAD TID
Table 1. The technical specifications of the 3U cubesat platform developed by C3S LLC.
2.3 The detector concept
To maximize the photon collecting area at ∼ 100 keV, where GRBs typically have a high flux, we plan to place
two to four thin, and relatively large, 8.3 × 15 cm, CsI(Tl) scintillator detectors in an aluminum or carbon
fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) support structure on the surface of each satellite. The cubesat standard allows
for lateral extensions of 9 mm, limiting the maximum thickness of the CsI(Tl) crystal to ∼ 5 − 7 mm, which
is optimal for 100 keV photons and has a relatively low sensitivity above ∼ 300 keV. The main advantage of
CsI(Tl) scintillators is their large light output. Each scintillator will be read out by two Multi-Pixel Photon
Counter (MPPC) Silicon Photomultipliers by Hamamatsu, which have a compact readout area and require a
relatively low voltage. With this detector design, we are able to achieve a large photon collecting area in the
∼ 10− 300 keV band, while leaving enough room for electronics in the payload bay of the cubesat. By using a
multi-channel coincidence readout technique with two MPPCs, we add redundancy to our design, improve the
light yield and reduce the noise. The time synchronization between the cubesats will be achieved by using an
on-board GPS receiver and the detected γ-ray photons will be timestamped with an accuracy of < 100µs. For
a detailed description of the payload design, the GPS timestamping unit and the gamma-ray detectors see the
other two articles submitted to this SPIE conference by the CAMELOT collaboration (Pa´l et al. and Ohno et
al.).
The detectors will be placed on one or two of the long sides of the satellite (see Fig. 3). In our visibility
calculations in the next section, we make the conservative assumption that if we only place the detectors on one
side of the satellite, the effective field of view (FoV) will be approximately a cone with an apex angle of 120◦ (see
the left two panels of Figure 3). Correspondingly, if the detectors are placed on two perpendicular sides of the
platform, then our effective FoV will significantly increase to 210◦ along the X, Y plane (see the right two panels
of Figure 3). However, our actual field of view will be larger than these simple assumptions. Our GEANT4
simulations show that about 60% of the gamma ray photons arriving at a satellite from a GRB at the opposite
side and penetrating through the whole cubesat platform, will be absorbed or scattered. 40% of the photons will
still arrive at the detectors. The default attitude of the satellites will be such that the detectors will be aligned
with the zenith, maximizing the unobstructed sky coverage.
Figure 3. Possible one-sided (left two panels) and two-sided (right panels) detector configurations and their effective
fields of view (see the text for more detail).
Figure 4. Nine satellites on low-Earth orbits (altitude of 550 km) in three orbital planes with inclination of 53◦ (left) or
on sun-synchronous orbits with an inclination of 97.6◦ (right) could, in principle, provide both all-sky coverage and the
required localization accuracy.
2.4 Orbits and sky visibility
We study two different sets of orbits: the so called Walker low-Earth orbits (LEO; altitude ∼ 550 km) with an
inclination of 53◦ and Sun-synchronous orbits (SSO) with an inclination of 97.6◦ (also LEO). We determine the
sky coverage for two different detector configurations: with a set of detectors covering one side of the satellites
and with two perpendicular sets of detectors covering two sides of the satellites. The detector configurations
are described in Section 2.3 and in Figure 3. The analysis is performed using the AGI STK software package
(for educational use) for nominal operations, assuming that the detectors are aligned with the zenith. The
requirement driving the design of the constellation is to continuously cover most of the sky by at least three
satellites in order to be able to localize transients using the triangulation method.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the covered sky area for a constellation of 9 satellites in Walker and SSO orbits,
respectively. Table 2 shows the percentage of the sky simultaneously covered by a given number of satellites for
a constellation of 9 satellites on Walker and SSO orbits with the two different detector configurations. We find
that nine satellites with two perpendicular sets of detectors in three orbital planes (see Figure 4), with three
satellites in each plane, could in principle provide both all-sky coverage and the required localization accuracy.
While satellites with both detector configurations would provide the required all-sky coverage, a continuous
nearly all-sky coverage with at least three detectors at all times, required for the localization by triangulation, is
provided only by satellites with two perpendicular detectors. The Walker orbits with inclination of 53◦ provide
a significantly better coverage, covering 95.3% of the sky with five satellites at all times. Unfortunately, launch
opportunities to such orbits are rare on the launch market. However, launch opportunities on small rockets
dedicated to nanosatellites are expected to become much more common in the next few years.
The deployment of the full 9-satellite constellation will require three three launches into three different orbital
planes. We performed an analysis to determine a sequence of maneuvers to distribute the satellites uniformly
along the orbit, after a common launch to a given orbital plane, using only attitude control and atmospheric
drag. By changing the attitude to such that the satellite experiences maximum atmospheric drag its altitude will
Figure 5. Sky coverage for a constellation of 9 satellites in low- Earth (550 km) Walker orbits with an inclination of 53◦
for a set of detectors only covering one side of each cubesat (left) and for two perpendicular sets of detectors (right). The
color indicates the number of satellites simultaneously covering a given part of the sky. See the legend in the lower left
corner of the figures for the color corresponding to the given number of satellites.
Figure 6. Sky coverage for a constellation of 9 satellites in low- Earth (550 km) polar SSO with a set of detectors only
covering one side of each cubesat (left) and for two perpendicular sets of detectors (right). The color indicates the number
of satellites simultaneously covering a given part of the sky. See the legend in the lower left corner of the figures for the
color corresponding to the given number of satellites.
decrease, resulting in a shorter orbital period. The distance between two satellites with different attitudes and
drags will thus increase. The goal is to have the satellites 120◦ from each other along the orbit. The sequence of
maneuvers includes setting the drag to maximum for one satellite and to minimum for the other cubesat. About
half of the duration of the separation maneuver is spent in low-drag and the other half in high-drag configuration
by all satellites, so that all cubesats will have the same final orbital altitude and period. The distance between
the satellites versus time for our simulation is plotted in Figure 7. We find that the satellites can be distributed
uniformly along the orbit in about 100 days. Maneuvers involving changes in drag can also be used to correct
for perturbations which might otherwise disrupt the optimal separation of satellites.
The preliminary calculation of the in-orbit lifetime of the satellites due to the decay by atmospheric drag was
performed using the DRAMA 2.0 software package by ESA. The “ECSS Sample Solar Cycle” was used to predict
the solar and geomagnetic activity. Table 3 shows the lifetimes for various altitudes. To provide both sufficient
lifetime for the mission and comply with the requirements for space debris mitigation, the ideal altitude range
for the satellites is between ∼ 500 km and 600 km.
2.5 The expected particle background
The sensitivity of our detectors will be significantly affected by the radiation environment. In particular, if we
place our constellation to polar SSO orbits, we will experience increased background count rates around the polar
regions due to the high flux of electrons. Therefore, a study of the expected particle background is especially
important for designing the constellation and the trigger method.
The left panel of Figure 8 shows a flux map for electrons with energies higher than 40 keV at the altitude
500 km as obtained from the European Space Agencys (ESA) SPace ENVironment Information System (SPEN-
Simultaneous sky coverage by at least # satellites
Constellation/detector configuration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Walker/one set 100.0 99.0 40.7 - - - - -
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Walker/two perpendicular sets 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.6 95.3 53.0 15.3 -
SSO/one set 99.9 88.9 50.9 - - - - -
SSO/two perpendicular sets 99.9 99.5 97.8 75.6 41.2 14.0 - -
Table 2. Percentage of the sky simultaneously covered by a given number of satellites for a fleet of 9 satellites. Two types
of low Earth (altitude of 550 km) orbits are investigated: Walker orbits with inclination of 53◦ and SSO with inclination
of 97.6◦. Two different detector configurations are considered: a set of detectors covering one side of the satellite and two
perpendicular sets of detectors.
Figure 7. Following a common launch into a circular orbit at an altitude of 550 km, three 3U cubesats can be evenly
distributed along the orbit by a sequence of maneuvers changing the atmospheric drag using the attitude control, in about
100 days.
VIS)§ developed by the Royal Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB). The map is based on the
ESA-SEE1 model, which is an update of NASA’s AE-8 model employing the CRRES/MEA satellite data from
1990–199124,25 for the solar minimum. The right panel of Fig. 10 shows a map of proton fluxes with energies
higher than 0.1 MeV at the same altitude (also obtained from SPENVIS). The map is based on NASA’s AP-8
model26 for the solar minimum.
The left panel of Figure 9 shows a map of the radiation dose rate of charged particles (electrons and protons)
at LEO as measured by the Lomonosov/Depron instrument. The Lomonosov satellite was launched to a low-
Earth (altitude of ∼ 480 km) sun-synchronous polar orbit (i = 97.2◦)27 with charged particle and gamma-ray
detectors on-board. Therefore, the data collected by this mission provide a good reference for the expected
background for any soft gamma-ray detector on high-inclination LEO. One of the instruments on board the
Lomonosov satellite is the BDRG instrument, dedicated to detecting GRBs. It consists of three modules with
NaI(Tl) and CsI(Tl) scintillators read out by Hammamatsu R877 photomultiplier tubes (PMT). The scintillators
are enclosed by a thin layer of aluminum and they are sensitive to gamma-rays from 10 keV to 3.0 MeV.28 The
right panel of Figure 9 shows the count rate variations in the NaI(Tl) scintillator when crossing the polar regions.
According to the Lomonosov/BDRG observations, the count rate in the 10–450 keV energy range increases
∼ 60 times in the polar regions compared to the equator. Such high background count rates, which last for
about 1/4 to 1/3 of the duration of the polar orbit, make the detection of GRBs difficult. The fast background
variations can also cause false triggers, which can be avoided by disabling the algorithm during the polar passes.
§https://www.spenvis.oma.be
Altitude Semi major axes Lifetime
[km] [km] [years]
450 6821 2.43
500 6871 3.65
550 6921 5.92
600 6971 16.34
618.7 6989.7 24.43
650 7021 32.24
Table 3. Lifetime versus initial altitude of the satellites.
If we place the constellation to SSO we will most likely loose up to 30–40 % of observing time per satellite
due to high background and its fast variations in the polar regions. Additional time will be lost during the
passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). If the constellation is launched to SSO then we will most
likely require more than 9 satellites to compensate for the loss of observing time. In the case of the Walker
orbits with an inclination of 53◦ the loss of observing time would be significantly lower and it would affect only
the observations near the edges of the polar regions and in the SAA. A more precise estimation of the loss of
observing time is currently ongoing.
Figure 8. Left: Map of electron fluxes with energies > 40 keV at the altitude of 500 km based on the ESA-SEE1 model
for solar minimum (credit: SPENVIS and25). Right: Map of proton fluxes with energies > 0.1 MeV at the altitude of
500 km based on the AP-8 model. (credit: SPENVIS and26).
2.6 Radio communication and data transfer
The satellite platform will use a UHF radio for house-keeping and telecommands, and we plan to integrate an
S-band transmitter to downlink the scientific data. For GRB alerts, the payload will use a global inter-satellite
communication network.
We estimate the downlink data rates for a constellation of 9 satellites assuming Walker orbits and polar
sun-synchronous orbits using one ground station in Budapest, Hungary. We only consider those passes, which
are at least two minutes long. Table 4 shows the visibility times for the two sets of orbits. Figure 10 shows the
timeline for the SSO constellation visibility from Budapest. There are only few overlapping passes. The average
downlink rate per satellite via S-band radio is 352.0 Mbyte/day for a constellation on Walker orbits and 359.5
Mbyte/day on sun-synchronous polar orbits. The daily amount of downlinked data for the whole constellation is
3168.3 Mbyte assuming Walker orbits and 3235.6 Mbyte for sun-synchronous polar orbits. Having two additional
ground stations, for example one in East Asia and the other one in North America, would effectively triple the
amount of downloadable data.
Figure 9. Left: Map of the radiation environment for SSO as measured by the Lomonosov/DEPRON instrument.29 Right:
Count rate variations in the Lomonosov/BDRG NaI(Tl) scintillator on polar SSO: BDRG-1 20–35 keV (light red line),
6–10 keV (dark red line), BDRG-2 20–35 keV (light green line), 6–10 keV (dark green line), BDRG-3 20–35 keV (light blue
line), 6–10 keV (dark blue line).28
Average Walker orbit Average SSO orbit
Total visibility time 42.40971 30.6859 h
Number of passes 212 192 passes
Daily average pass number 6.8 6.2 passes/day
Average passes duration 12.00275 9.589343 min
Deviation of pass duration 1.787037 2.180213 min
Maximum pass duration 13.5288 12.2411 min
Minimum pass duration 1.982317 0.769633 min
One visible satellite 10.10471 10.31914 day
Two visible satellites 0.777465 0.563032 day
Loss of visibility time 7.14 5.17 %
Table 4. Visibility time statistics for a 9-satellite constellation on two types of orbit. The assumed location of the ground
station is in Budapest, Hungary. The analysis was performed for one typical month in the mission.
Three networks are currently available for Inter-Satellite Link (ISL) radios: Iridium/Iridium NEXT, Orblink
and Globalstar. The highest data rate will be provided by Iridium-NEXT, which is still being deployed and is
scheduled to be completed by the end of 2018. Iridium NEXT will have a data rate of 1.5 Mb/s.
3. THE EXPECTED DETECTION RATES AND LOCALIZATION ACCURACY
We estimate the expected statistics of astrophysical bursts detected by the proposed constellation based on the
detection rates of the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM)30 on the Fermi satellite.31 GBM consists of 12 sodium
iodide and 2 bismuth germanate scintillators designed to detect gamma rays in the energy range from ∼ 8 keV to
∼ 40 MeV over the full sky except the region occulted by the Earth (Fermi GBM covers about 75% of the sky).
The sensitivity of the sodium iodide detectors is similar to the expected sensitivity of our proposed detector
system and therefore the lessons learned by GBM are particularly useful for CAMELOT.
Based on the Fermi GBM Burst Catalog¶ (FERMIGBRST), Fermi/GBM issued 2262 GRB triggers between
2008 July 12 and 2018 February 5 which is ∼ 0.65 GRBs per day or ∼ 236 per year. The number of SGRBs (T90
duration < 2 s) is 39 per year and the number of LGRBs (T90 duration ≥ 2 s) is 197 per year. The cumulative
distribution function of the 1024-msec peak fluxes of all GRBs detected per year is shown in Figure 11. Table 5
gives the numbers of GRBs detected per year in several flux bins.
The effective area of the two-sided perpendicular detector configuration considered for CAMELOT (maximum
∼ 340 cm2) is similar to two Fermi/GBM NaI detectors. Therefore the expected trigger rate of GRBs for one
¶https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigbrst.html
Figure 10. Visibility periods for a constellation on SSO from Budapest for one month (top), for 10 hours (bottom).
Figure 11. The cumulative distribution function of the 1024-msec peak fluxes of all GRBs detected per year by Fermi/GBM.
Each nanosatellite in the CAMELOT constellation will provide an effective area similar to two Fermi/GBM NaI detectors
and therefore the constellation providing all-sky coverage is expected to detect about 1.3 times more GRBs than Fermi.
cubesat will be similar to Fermi/GBM, assuming the same orbit. If we use polar orbits, the observing efficiency
will be reduced by ∼ 30 % to ∼ 40 % as shown in Section 2.5 and the trigger rate will also be reduced by a similar
amount. For the all-sky coverage provided by the full constellation, the expected total number of detected GRBs
is ∼ 310 per year, ∼ 1.3 times more than the number of GRBs detected by Fermi GBM.
The Fermi GBM Trigger Catalog‖ (FERMIGTRIG), shows that Fermi/GBM also often triggers to other
transient sources. The frequency of various kinds of triggers between 2008 July 12 and 2018 February 5 is
‖https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigtrig.html
F1024 (ph cm
−2 s−1) 1 3 5 10 30 50 100
N/year 230 142 86 42 11 6 2
Table 5. Number of GRBs detected by Fermi/GBM per year (N/year) with 1024-msec peak flux (F1024) higher or equal
than a given value. The detection rate of the full CAMELOT constellation is expected to be about 1.3 times higher than
that of Fermi/GBM.
summarized in Table 6. The total number of all triggers in the catalog, including GRBs, is 6211. Non-GRB
sources make up 63 % of all issued triggers. The trigger types in the catalog are: SF - Solar flare; LOCPAR -
Local particles; TGF - Terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (extremely short, sub-millisecond to milliseconds, spectrally
hard Earth’s atmospheric bursts associated with lightning events in thunderstorms); TRANS - Generic transient;
UNCERT - Uncertain classification; SGR - Soft gamma repeater; DISTPAR - Distance particle event; GALBIN
- Galactic binary. These observations will provide important data for exciting secondary science.
Type SF LOCPAR TGF TRANS UNCERT SGR DISTPAR GALBIN
N 1175 924 830 367 316 253 76 3
N/year 123 97 87 38 33 26 8 0.3
Frac. (%) 19 15 13 6 5 4 1 < 0.1
Table 6. Summary of the number N of various kinds of triggers, other than GRBs, between 2008 July 12 and 2018
February 5 in the Fermi GBM Trigger Catalog. Frac. is the fraction of the given type of trigger within all 6211 triggers in
the catalog. Non-GRB sources make up 63 % of all issued triggers. Similarly to Fermi GBM, CAMELOT will also detect
many non-GRB transients which will provide opportunity for exciting secondary science.
According to The Third Fermi GBM Gamma-Ray Burst Catalog: The First Six Years,32 the GBM instrument
triggered during the period from 2008 July 12 to 2014 July 11 approximately in 10 % of cases due to cosmic rays
or trapped particles; the latter typically occur in the entry or exit regions of the SAA or at high geomagnetic
latitudes. In rare cases, outbursts from known Galactic sources also caused triggers. About 6 % of the GBM
triggers are generated accidentally by statistical fluctuations or are too weak to be confidently classified.
Our project will benefit from the all-sky coverage and high localization accuracy (see Figure 12). The expected
localization accuracy will range from ∼ 10′ to a few degrees depending on the flux and duration of a GRB (see
Ohno et al. this conference). Current missions have either large FoV or good localization accuracy, but none of
the current GRB missions provides both all-sky coverage and source localization. The large FoV instruments, e.g.
INTEGRAL/SPI-ACS33 or Fermi/GBM,30 have either no localization capability or the localization accuracy is
of the order of several degrees. On the other hand the current instruments providing localization accuracy of the
order of arcmin have limited FoV, e.g. Swift/BAT34 or AGILE/Super-AGILE.35
CAMELOT is expected to provide data and rapid alerts to the currently operating GRB collection and
alert networks such as: I. the Gamma-ray Coordinates Network (Transient Astronomy Network) (GCN/TAN)∗∗
which provides information about GRBs (locations, images, spectra, lightcurves, follow-up observation reports)
in real-time to the world community; II. the Inter Planetary Network (IPN)†† which derives the positions of fast
gamma-ray transients of all kinds by triangulation; III. the Global Relay of Observatories Watching Transients
Happen (GROWTH)‡‡ which is an international scientific collaborative project studying astronomical transients.
These alerts will allow quick follow-up observations by many existing and future ground based observatories, such
as the Mobile Astronomical System of TElescope Robots (MASTER); the Burst Optical Observer and Transient
Exploring System (BOOTES); the Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment (ROTSE); Pi of the Sky, which
perform photometric or spectroscopic observations of GRB afterglows.
Several other nanosatellite missions have been proposed for GRB observations, such as NASA’s burstCube,36
the Italian Hermes constellation (Fiore et al. this conference), the Chinese GRID, and others. These various
missions provide ample opportunity for collaboration. By working together, sharing data and ground stations,
∗∗https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov
††http://www.ssl.berkeley.edu/ipn3
‡‡http://growth.caltech.edu/index.html
Figure 12. Field of view vs. localization accuracy for the currently operating GRB monitoring instruments. By providing
both all-sky coverage and good localization accuracy, the proposed CAMELOT mission fills an empty region in the
parameter space.
the various nanosatellite missions can extend each other’s capabilities and further improve the rapid localization
of gamma-ray transients.
4. SUMMARY
The proposed constellation of nanosatellites will provide all-sky coverage with high sensitivity and localization
accuracy, as well as rapid data downlink following detections of γ-ray transients.
We propose a constellation of 3U cubesats equipped with CsI scintillator based gamma-ray detectors, read
out by multi-pixel photon counters (see Ohno et al. this conference). Each nanosatellite shall carry four thin,
9 mm, and relatively large, 8.3× 15 cm, detectors as lateral extensions on its surface, on two perpendicular sides.
The large thin detectors provide high sensitivity, while leaving enough room for electronics.
In terms of all-sky monitoring, the proposed fleet will outperform all past and existing GRB monitoring
missions. Nine satellites in low-Earth Walker orbits (500-600 km), in three orbital planes with inclinations of
53◦, will simultaneously cover 95% of the sky by five satellites. By cross-correlating the light curves of the detected
GRBs, the fleet shall be able to determine the time difference of the arriving signal between the satellites and
thus determine the position of bright short bursts with an accuracy ∼ 10′. This requirement demands precise
time synchronization between the satellites and accurate time stamping of the detected gamma-ray photons.
This will be achieved by using miniaturized space borne GPS receivers (see Pa´l et al. this conference).
Additionally, the approximate cosine dependence of the effective area with incidence angle will allow to
localize GRBs by measuring the relative brightness of the burst detected by different detectors to an accuracy
potentially as good as a few degrees. This will be particularly important for the localization of faint GRBs.
The sources of short GRBs are among the most important sources of gravitational waves detected with
LIGO. LIGO has a modest localization accuracy, limiting our knowledge about these astrophysically extremely
important events. Simultaneous detections of GWs and GRBs, with accurately measured locations in the sky,
will therefore be important for enabling follow up observations, providing valuable multi-messenger information
about these exciting events.
Rapid follow up observations at other wavelengths require the capability for fast, nearly simultaneous downlink
of data for the triggered events from all satellites in the fleet. This can be achieved using satellite-to-satellite
communication networks such as Iridium NEXT.
The same payload will also provide important secondary science, such as monitoring of outbursts of soft
gamma-ray repeaters, gamma-ray flares on the Sun, terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (produced in thunderstorms),
and space weather phenomena, such as monitoring of particles in low Earth orbit.
This constellation of satellites is a mission which provides ample potential for international cooperation.
Because the proposed fleet is scalable and extendable, we also envision future partners joining with different
satellite designs, potentially extending the capabilities of the originally proposed constellation.
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